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f650gs oil filter change for dummies the bmw f650 - dual spark gs the dual spark gs 2004 and later gs models is almost
the same as the single spark gs 2003 and earlier gs models the only real difference is the twin spark models use a dipstick
rather than a sight glass to check your oil level, history of bmw motorcycles wikipedia - bmw s motorcycle history began
in 1921 when the company commenced manufacturing engines for other companies motorcycle manufacturing now
operates under the bmw motorrad brand bmw bayerische motoren werke ag introduced the first motorcycle under its name
the r32 in 1923 to 1925, f650 fork maintenance the bmw f650 technical faqs - fork oil change originally the
forkoilchangefaq edited by kristian 562 for the gs introduction the classic and the dakar both have a conventional threaded
fork cap as the thread of this cap is clamped by the upper fork clamps you need to undo the clamp bolts first before undoing
the fork cap
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